Industrial
Case Study

Delta Carpets
Temporary On Site Storage and Warehousing
REQUIREMENT

Who: Delta Carpets

Privately owned flooring wholesaler Delta

Where: Leeds
Size: 10m x 50m on a 6m eave
Use: On site storage and warehousing
Why: A sustainable, cost effective solution to
facilities expansion.
Special Features: Van dyke brown single skin
steel cladding

Carpets, located in a thriving area of
Leeds came to Spaciotempo for a bespoke
temporary building solution. Due to business
increasing, and the ever-growing demand
for flooring, lack of onsite storage became
a problem. Delta Carpets needed to expand
their site in a timely and efficient manner, so
they turned to Spaciotempo for a temporary
storage structure.
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is rapid due to the lightweight but
durable aluminium frames of our
structures. Therefore, the installation
of their temporary warehouse, was
erected in double quick time.

For privately owned flooring
wholesaler Delta Carpets, as business
grew their storage space became
an issue. They needed a quick, cost
effective temporary warehouse
structure to keep up with
customer demand.

Additionally, they required a
temporary structure that was
aesthetically pleasing and one which
‘fitted’ into the surrounding area.
Here at Spaciotempo, we specify
and manufacture our own designs,
thereby delivering a perfectly bespoke
temporary building. For Delta
Carpets, we provided them with Van
dyke brown single skin steel cladding.
This matched their surrounding

Luckily for them they turned to
Spaciotempo and this is exactly what
we are all about. The speed in which
we can install our temporary buildings

warehouses and was the perfect
solution for their specification.
Scott Jameson, Spaciotempo’s
Managing Director, stated
“Delta Carpets is a perfect example of
how Spaciotempo can create bespoke
temporary buildings that are perfect
for our customers’ needs. With our
in-house CAD designer, we can work
collaboratively with the customer and
help them find the perfect solutions to
their requirements.”

SPECIFICATIONS:
›› 10m x 50m; Total Area - 500sqm; 7.77m ridge height.
›› Frame: Hard pressed, 4 groove aluminium box profile - snow
and wind loading BS6399, equivalent to permanent buildings.
›› Roof and Gables: White PVC coated polyester fabric flame
retardant to BS7837; thermo roof and gables.

›› Doors: 2 x single DDA personnel doors and 3 x electrically
operated roller shutter doors.
›› Walling: Hard UPVC plastic planks with steel reinforced
extruded profile, double lined; Van dyke brown single skin
steel cladding.

Spaciotempo is the UK’s leading expert in the design, manufacture, hire and sale
of temporary buildings to a broad range of sectors.

For advice and an immediate quote: 01889 569569

sales@spaciotempo.co.uk | www.spaciotempo.co.uk
Spaciotempo UK is a trading division of GL events UK Ltd.
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We provided Delta Carpets with
a 10m x 50m temporary building
solution to increase their
storage space.

